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BEST POSSIBLE APPROXIMATION CONSTANTS
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Abstract. We study inequalities between the norm of the best approximat-

ing polynomial and the nth derivative of the function. These inequalities are

then related to inequalities that have been considered elsewhere in different

contexts.

1. Introduction. Phillips [1] has shown that if f("+i> is continuous and F is a

polynomial of degree n, then

o) (ilx\f(x)-nx)\p)l\^yn+x

where 8(n,p) = iniQ(f!.x \x" - Q(x)\p)'p with Q a polynomial of degree

(n - 1). Furthermore, this is the best possible inequality of its kind.

We are interested in the generalizations of (1) where ||/^+1^||00 is to be

replaced by a more general norm. Although such inequalities are of interest in

themselves, our main interest is showing connections with inequalities that

have been considered elsewhere, see Fink [2], [3] and Brink [4].

To set the precise problem, let 1 < p < oo and 1 < q < oo. Let itn denote

the polynomials of degree < n and/be a function with absolutely continuous

/w and/("+1) 6 Lq(a,b). Let P(f,n,p) be an element of mn that minimizes

(II/- ÔlL: Q E trn), and E(f,n,p) = ||/- P(f,n,p)\\p. All norms are on the
interval [a, b]. Then we seek best possible constants B(n,p, q) such that

(2) E(f,n,p) < B(n,p,q)(b - a)n+M/p-X/"\\f{"+])\\0.

The factor (b - a)n+ + lp~ 'q is inserted in order to make the constants

B(n,p,q) independent of the interval. The inequality (1) of Phillips then is the

equation

(3) B(n,p, oo) = 8(n,p)/(n + 1)! 2n+1+,/'.

It is known that
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244 A. M. FINK

S(n,l) - fi(/i,oo) = 1/2"   and   8(n,2) - VVU« + 3)2"+1 /'(^ + 2).

We will find it convenient to adopt [-1,1] as the standard interval as in [1].

Also if 1 < p < co, then p' is defined by 1/p + l/p' = 1 with the usual

conventions when p = 1 or co. The norms ||/|| — (/!, \f\p) and H/lb

= esssup|/(*)| will be used.

2. The related inequalities. We here consider some special cases of inequal-

ities considered in [2]. Let / be defined on [a,b] with /("_1) absolutely

continuous and/^ G Lq(a,b). The notation/ G Z(a,ß) means that/has at

least an a-fold zero at a and a /¿-field zero at b. The notation / i. ttn means

that fgfq = 0 whenever q E trn. Let D(n,p, q) and F(n,p, q) be defined as the

best possible constants in the inequalities,

(4) U/H, < D(n,p,q)(b - *r^||/%      f e Z(rt>n);

and

(5) U/H, < F(n,p,q)(b - «T*-*|/«%   l/r'sgntf) _L V|.

The inequality for (4) makes sense for all p and q, while (5) requires that

p < co.

For our purposes we need to know about the existence of solutions of the

boundary value problems associated with inequalities (4) and (5).

Lemma 1. (i) //g G Lj(a,¿) and g _L ir„_x, then there is a unique f G Z(n,n)

such thaty"' = g (a.e). The unique f is given by the formula

(ii) If g G Lx(a,b), then there is a unique function f such thatf^ = g a.e. and

/-L^-i-

Proof. In the first instance a solution is given by the formula. The

difference to two solutions is a functionp such that7/") ■ 0 and/» G Z(n,n).

Clearly p is a polynomial with too many zeros unless p « 0.

In the second case, let/0 be a particular solution of/^ = g. The general

solution is thus given by f0+p with p E «•„_,. Consider the problem

m"Veir11_1ll/o+Fll2' This finite dimensional problem has a solution /0 - p0

s /j. The inequality ||/j Uj < ||/j + ap||2 for arbitrary real a, and p G *r„_,

leads to f-\f\P — 0 as required. Uniqueness now follows from ||/¡ |¿

- Il/i +P\\i, P e^., =>||/||2 = o.
From the above representation it is easy to see that D(n,p, q) exists. In fact,

iff E Z(n,n) then an integration by parts shows that/^ _L ir„_j so that
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D(n,P,q) < (^1)! (J/ (J/ \x - tt*'d)"q dxf.

In general this is a poor estimate of D(n,p, q).

Lemma 2. Ifp < oo and 1 < q. Then D(n,q',p') = F(n,p,q).

Proof. Let

l/l'-'sgni/UTv,   and   A« = l/r'sgnij)

with A E Z(/j,/i). Then

ll/lf -//*«/- (-1)"//VW < PUl/W«,

< D(n,q',p')(b - afW-WyP^yU^

= D(n,q',p')(b - a)n+l/p-l/9\\f\fl\\f^X

Thus F(n,p,q) exists and is < D(n,q',p'). Conversely, if / G Z(«,n), let

gW = |/|*'"'sgn(/) with g 1 «"„_, . Then as before,

\\f\$ = (-i)nfj{nh < \\g\\p\\f%

< F(n,p,q)(b - a)»+l/p-I/íj|íW^||/(n),jp,

- F(n,p,q)(b - arx,p-x,nf%\\f{%,

so that D(n,q',p') < F(n,p,q).

Let us call functions for which equality holds in (4) or (5) extremals. The

proof of Lemma 2 gives the equations that must be satisfied, since everything,

say in the first string of inequalities, must be equalities. In particular, there are

either extremals for both problems (D(n,q',p'),F(n,p,q)) or neither, and

equality must hold in the use of Holder's inequality. Thus extremal equations

are

AW = l/r'sgnf./),      |/r'sgn(/) 1 vi !

|/<">r = A2|A|9', hEZ(n,n),

for some constant X. Here h is an extremal for D(n,q',p') and/for F(n,p,q).

Actually, it is easy to see that in most cases extremals do exist. Clearly

D(n,p,q) is surfil/^,: H/W^ = l,f E Z(n,n)}. If {/J is a sequence of
functions such that \\fjp -* D(n,p,q)(b - a)n+l/p 1/?, and if 1< q < oo,

then we can assume that fjf1' -» g weakly with ||g||^ = 1. Thus
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converges uniformly to

r' (x - if"1

It follows that/W - g a.e.,/ G Z(n,-) and H/W^ = 1 so that

Since/m(n) 1 trn_x, g J_ irn_x. From this it follows that/ G Z(n,n).

One can show that D(n,p, q) is continuous in p and a and monotone in p

and a. In fact if p < r, \\f\\p < ||/|KZ> - a)l/p~l/r so that if/ G Zfan), then

U/% < ll/IU* - afp-]/r < (6 - a^rDfartq){b - «y*"'"*!!/««,.

Since D(n,p,q) is the best possible constant, it follows that D(n,p,q)

< Z)(n, r, q) if p < r. Similarly, /)(«,p, g) is nonincreasing in q.

3. The main connection. The boundary conditions associated with inequality

(5) are reminiscent of the properties of best possible approximation of

functions by polynomials. We can make this precise. We will show that

Theorem 1. For I < p < co, 1 < q < oo, B(n,p,q) = F(n + \,p,q).

In order to prove this, we need a preliminary observation.

Lemma 3.  E(f,n,p) = supijj (/- P(f,n,p))g: g E L,fab),\\g\, < l,g
HI-

PROOF. We have

11/- PU,n,p)\\p - sup/a6 [/- P(f,n,p)]g   where ||g||^ < 1.

The supremum is attained for

g = X~x\f- P(f,n,p)\p-lsgn(f- P(f,n,p))

with A = ||/- P(f,n,p)\\p^ But this g satisfies g _L trn, so that the supremum

is attained among the more restrictive class of the lemma.

Proof of the theorem. Let g E Lp,(a,b),g 1 trn, ||g||,- < 1, and G

G Z(n + l,n + 1) with C(n+1) = g. Then
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/* [/- Hf,n,p)]g = C C(n+1)[/- P(f,n,p)]
Ja Ja

= (-1)"+' ¡I G/("+') < \\f^\\G\

< \\f(n+\D(n + l,q',p')(b - a)n+M/"'-W\\G^\

= \\f(n+l\(b - ari+]/f,-^F(n + l,p,q)\\g\\pl.

And thus

11/- PU,n,p)\\p <(b- a)n+M/'-V<F(n + l,p,q)\\J<"+\

so that B(n,p,q) < F(n + l,p,q). Conversely, if |/|p-1sgn(/) 1 trn, then

P{fn,p) = Oand

114 = E(f,n,p) < B(n,p,q)\\f^\(b - jf»*-*

and, therefore, F(n + l,p,q) < B(n,p,q).

There is an interplay between the various inequalities that we now want to

explore. We now restrict ourselves to the standard interval [-1,1]. We first

observe that Meinardus [5] notes that if |/("+1)| < g("+1), then E(f,n,p)

< E(g, n,p). Thus in order to prove an inequality (2) we can restrict ourselves

to/for which /(n+1) > 0. In particular the extremals for problem (5) satisfy

this relation and being _L tt„ must have the minimum number of changes of

sign. A glance at equations (6) then shows that hS"' has exactly n changes of

sign and h is in Z(n,n). Thus the extremal h for inequality (4) satisfies h > 0.

To see that this is positive information we show that Phillips' result follows

easily from this. For if A G Z(n,n) and h > 0, and F G itn with Fw « 1,

then

\\h\\x = ¿ AP« . (_,)»£ hMP < ||/,M||J7>||?,

so that

2n+x-x'"D(n,l,q) = min{||F||?,: F G *„,?« - 1}

or

2"+1-1/«JD(n,l,a) = 5(«-l,g')/«!.

Therefore
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B(n,p, oo) = F(n + \,p, oo) - D(n + 1, l,p') =-*"'**,.
(n+ 1)12"+1+V'

4. B(n, 1, q). In order to compute B(n, 1, q) we note that we may assume that

y0+1) > o. To see that this helps, we look at the extremal equations (6) and

the proofs of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1. If / is the extremal for the

F(n + 1, l,q) problem, then P(f,n, 1) = 0 and /is also the extremal for the

B(n, l,q) problem. Hence, there exists A, an extremal for the D(n + \,q\ co)

problem, such that

sgn(/)l7Tfl;       A("+I> - sgn(/);

(7)
A E Z<n + l./i + 1);       /("+I> - X2/*|Ar*.

Knowing that/^n+1^ > 0 it follows that sgn(/) changes sign exactly (n + 1)

times. Thus A*"+1' changes sign exactly (n + 1) times. With A already having

(2/j + 2) zeros, we conclude that A # 0 on (-1,1). Thus/("+1) > 0 on (-1,1).

This implies, see Lorentz [6, p. 115], that the zeros of/are cos(km/(n + 2)); k

■= 1.n + 1. That is, A is a perfect spline with knots at the Chebyshev

points. According to Schoenberg [7], A(x) «■ M(x)/2n(n + 1)! where M is the

basic spline Af(x; x0,... ,xn+2); x¡ = cos(itr/(n + 2)). Therefore

Theorem 2. B(n, l,q) = (l/22n+2-1/')||M|^/(rt + 1)!.

5. B(n, 2, q). The computation of B(n, 2, q) is more complicated. However,

we may reduce it to several related problems. Since we know that B(n,2,q)

= F(n + 1,2,q) we concentrate on computing F(n,2,q). The first step in this

direction is

Lemma 4. Let g be continuous. Then g = pk' for somef E Z(k, k) if and only

if g -i- **-i •
Proof. If g 1 irk_x, define

/w=/_J
(x-.)*-' M.

-g(t)dt.
■1   (k - 1)!

Then/^ — g and/has k zeros at -1. On the other hand,

•1  (1 - 0*~W
/wO)=r,^f-)r^-o

for 0 < k - 1 -/ < k - 1. This gives g £ Z(k,k). Conversely, if g = /(Ar),

f E Z(k,k) then
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/_', Áx)g(x)dx = ¿ p(x)fik\x)dx - (-\ffXx Jr«/ =0   ifp E %_,.

Thus the inequality

||g|b < F^^^r+^-^llgW^;       g 1 Vll

is equivalent to

||/W||2 < F(«,2,9)2fl+,/2-1/?||/(2«)|^      / g Z&4

In order to see how this representation can be used, we introduce another

class of inequalities. Consider

(8) 11/11, < C(n,a,p,q)(b - #**"*&*!,

when/ E Z(a,n - a).

These have been discussed in Brink [4] and Fink [2]. For our purposes here,

we note that (see Fink [2]) for the problem C(2n,n,q',q), the extremal

equations are

\f^\" - XV, fEZ(n,n),

A<M = l/r'-'sgnfj),      h E Z(n,„),

with /(2n) > 0, (-l)"*0") > 0,/ the extremal for C(2n,n,q',q) and A an
extremal for the same problem.

The second fact that we need is the uniqueness of the extremals.

We postpone the proof in order to avoid interrupting the flow of events.

Lemma 5. If 2 < q < oo then there is a unique extremal (up to multiplicative

constant) for the C(2n, n, q', q) problem.

Since both A and / in (9) are in Z(«, n) and the two functions appear in a

symmetric way (aside from a multiplicative constant), we can conclude that

A0-*»/(') »ad

(10) /(*•)(/) = x2/'A(/)?,/i - (X2p?')1/V(0,'/,.

Theorem 3. F(n,2,q) = C(2n,n,q',a)l/2 if 2 < q < oo. Iff is the extremal

for the C(2n,n,q',q) problem, then p*' is the extremal for the F(n,2,q) and

B(n - 1,2, q) problems.

Proof. Using Lemma 4, we let/ £ Z(n,n) and compute/!, |/*"'|2.
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£ (/W)2 = (-1)" f^ffi2a) < \\f\[,.\\f(2n)\\q

< C(2n,n,q',q)22n+^'-^\\f^\f¡.

Thus

||/«lb < C(2«,n,a',a),/22"+,/2-1/«||/^^.

Consequently, F(«,2,g) < C(2n,n,q',qy . However, in inequalities (11),

equality holds if \f\q = a\f^"'\q a.e., a some constant, and if /is an extremal

for C(2n,n,q',q). By (10) both of these are satisfied. Therefore, F(w,2,g)
= C(2n,n,q',q)i/2.

We can combine this with the extremal information if g » 2 to get more

information.

Theorem 4. B(n,2,2) = Xg"1' where X0 is the smallest eigenvalue of the

problem

(12)   /0»+2) - A(-ir7,  /0)(0)=/0)(D-0,      / = 0,...,/i.

Proof. By Theorem 3 we may compute C(2/i + 2,n+ 1,2,2)1'2 instead. By

Lemma 5 the extremal is unique. The extremal equations are

h(2n+2)=jt h E Z(n + l,n + \),

/(***) = o(-l)n+xh,      fEZ(n+ \,n + 1),

with / the extremal. But A is obviously also an extremal so that h «= pf for

some n > 0. That is (12) is satisfied. But

C(2„ + 2,n + 1,2,2) - \\f\y\\fi2n\ - WflWWk = W

so that the result follows.

6. Proof of the uniqueness lemma.

Proof of Lemma 5. The extremal equations (9) may be simplified in the

following way. Since p2"' > 0 and / G Z(n,n),f has no interior zeros. A

similar statement holds for h. Hence

/(2fl)(jc) - a2/9|A|í'"1   and   h(2n)(x) = l/l*'"1.

Let G(t,s) be the Green's function for the problem Ly = y^"\y E Z(n,n). It

is known that (-l)nG(t,s) > 0. Now the extremal equations may be written

f(x) - i2'"^ (-l)nG(x,s)\h(s)\"'-lds,
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h(x)=£l(-l)nG(x,s)\f(s)\'l'-lds.

Thus / is an eigenfunction of the operator K which is a composition of

operators Hx and H2 where

Hxf(x)m(-\)"f\(x,t)f(t)dt   and   H2f(x) - \f(x)f~l.

In fact, if Kf(x) = (Hx H2HXH2)f, then/ > 0 is a nonnegative solution to

/ = $qKf. Furthermore since Hx and H2 leave the cone {f\f > 0} invariant,

K is a positive operator with respect to this cone.

Using equations (9), the normalization H/*2"^ = 1, and

C(2n,n,q',q)2"+Xl"'-^ - ||/|^, = ||A|^/||A^|^,

it follows that

(13) C(2n,n,q',q)2n+^'-^ - X"2/w'.

Consequently, the uniqueness of extremals amounts to the statement that the

integral equation/ = X2'9Â/with X given by (13) has a unique solution when

11/ \\q m L It is easy to verify that the operator K is a «0-concave monotone

operator in the sense of Krasnoselskii [8, pp. 187-188] and so there is at most

one nonnegative solution / to / = X2''A7 provided m0 — x" and 0 < q' — 1

< \.\iq' — 2, the result follows from linear theory.

7. On B(n, oo, q) and B(n,p, 1). As a consequence of Lemma 2 and Theorem

1, B(n,p,q) — D(n + \,q',p') whenever 1 < p < oo and 1 < q < oo. In

fact, the equation is true for all p and q in [1, oo]. We have shown that D is

increasing in its second variable and decreasing in its third variable. Conse-

quently B has the same properties.

Lemma 6. D and B are continuous from the left in the second variable and

continuous from the right in the third variable.

Proof. Let 1 < p < oo and 1 < px < p, and [a,b] = [0,1], If / is any

admissible function, then

ll/llp, < DfoA.*)!!/00!!, < D(n,p -,9)||/("\

by the monotonicity of D. Now letting p, -* p we get ||/|| < D(n,p —,q)

' 11/ \\q- By minimality, D(n,p,q) < D(n,p-,q). By monotonicity the re-

verse is true, so D(n,p, q) = D(n,p -, q). The proof for B and for the third

variable are similar.

Theorem 5. For 1 < p < oo and 1 < q < oo, B(n,p,q) = D(n + \,q',p').
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Proof. This is true if p # co and g ¥= 1. However, letting/; /» oo, we have

// \ 1 and by the lemma, B(n, co,g) m D(n + l,g', 1). The other cases are

similar.
In particular, we are interested here in the equality

5(«,oo,g) = D(n + l.g',1)

and estimates for these numbers. The interest stems from the string of

inequalities:

(14)
< B(n,p, co)   < < B(n, co, q)   <

B(n, 1, oo) B(n,p, q) B(n, co, 1)

< B(n,l,q)    < <    B(n,p,l)   <

which hold for 1 < p < oo and 1 < g < oo. We already know that

B(n, 1, oo) - 6Xn, \)/(n + 1)! 2"+2 - l/(n + 1)! 22fl+2

giving a lower bound for B(n,p, q). Furthermore the numbers B(n,p, co) and

B(n, l,q) aie nicely characterized and are more general lower bounds. We

would like to similarly characterize the numbers B(n, oo,g) and B(n,p, 1).

We deal with the numbers B(n,p, 1) first.

Theorem 6.

*«•* l> = ^rlwp mxf^8 + r|!c

where g« = sgn(x - x0) and the norm is on the interval [—1,1].

Proof. We begin by computing D(n, oo,//). Let/ G Z(n,n).

There is an x0 G (-1,1) such that/'(*<,) - 0 and ||/|^ - |/(*0)l- Then for

g("-0 - sgn(x - x0)>

II/IU = l/(*o)l < ¿/_, 1/1 = ±ï/_,l/'*<"',) * *Í.Í/**
by an integration by parts. Now since/ G Z(n,n),pn' _L irn_j so we have for

anyr G itn_x,

and thus

ll/IU<illg + '-ll,ll/wll,'
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with equality when \f^\ — $\g + r\p a.e. for some X. However, in order to

be admissible,/w 1 irn_x. If we now select r so that g + r minimizes ||g + r|jp

then \g + rl^'sgnig + r) ± irn_x so that /(n) X 77„_, and / may be an

extremal. In order to make the inequality hold for all/we need to maximize

over the choice of xQ. Thus

D(n, oo,p')2"-^ - max min \\g + r\\.
*o re*»-i '

with g("-1^ = sgn(x - x0). Now B(n,p, 1) = L\n + 1, oo.p') and the proof is

complete.

If it were known that the extremal/is unique then clearly /would be even

and x0 = 0 and one would not have to maximize over x0. It is possible that

forp = oo that g + r is the perfect spline which is called the Chebyshev-Euler

spline tn j in Schoenberg [9].

Although the above theorem gives an algorithm for finding B(n,p, 1) we

cannot obtain any explicit numbers. However, we can show that

(15) B(n,p, 1) < 8(n - \,p)/n\ 2"+,+^.

To see this, let/ E Z(n,n). Then, as above,

ll/IL < ill/'lk < \JK» - 1, l,p')2'-^||/W||p-

so that

D(n, oo,p')2"-I/'' < D(n - 1, l,p')2"-1-^   or

D(n, oo.p') < \D(n - 1, l,p')-

B(n - l,p, 1) = D(n, oo.p') < \D(n - 1, l,p') - \B(n - 2,p, oo)

8(n - 2,p)

2(n-l)\2n-l+^

so that (15) follows. In particular,

(16)    (n+ 1)12^ = Bi"'l°0) < Bi"'P,q) *^ B(n'°°'l) < nU?1'

It is probably not true that equality holds in (15) since in the proof it is not

likely that both inequalities can be equalities. The extremal for D(n - 1, l,p')

should have no interior zero as/' does.

Thus
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Theorem 7.

\Un(x)\\M:x)\\q>
Bfooo.g) = mmmax-—^-S-

where u„(x) = rjjlo (* ~ x¡)> ~l < x¡ < l>and

M(t,x) - M(t,x,Xn,...,xH)

is the basic spline with knots at x, x0, ...,xH (see Schoenberg [9]).

Proof. It is known that if F G irn interpolates/at x0.xH then

(/- P)(x) - 0n(x)j\ M(t,x)fM(t)dt.

Thus

(17) 11/- PL < max(K(x)| ||3/(-,Jc)|^)ll/("%.

If max of |w„(x)| Ha/O,*)^. is attained at xQ then (17) is an equality if

|/(")(/)|' = tf\M(t,x0)\q'. In particular, E(f,n, oo) is dominated by the right-

hand side of (17) for every choice of x¡, hence, in particular, for the min over

jc,.. Thus B(n, oo,q) is as given.

For q = co, ||A/(-,x)||9. = ||A/(-,jc)||, = 1 so that this agrees with the

previous result. It should be possible to compute B(n, oo, 1) from this result but

we have not been able to do it.

8. Other estimates. Besides the already quoted results, we also note some

other scattered results. Using Theorem 3, we see that

£(/t,2,g) = C(2« + 2,« + l,g',g)1/2.

If g = oo, then

B(n,2,co) - ((n + l)!/(2/i + 2)0(2* + 3)"1/2

agrees with C(2n + 2,n + 1,1, oo) given in [4]. Also

B(n,2,1) = C(2n + 2,n + I, oo, 1),/2 = (n\22n+x)~l(2n + 1)_1/2.

This last computation is an actual computation of the maximum of the

Green's function (Brink [10]). Thus

(2n + 2)! V5T+3 * m'¿'¿) * „¡22"*1 y/2n + l\
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